Speeding-up climate-neutrality
with renewable gas

EBA AWARDS 2021
APPLICATIONS OPEN!

The winners will be announced during the
gala dinner of the EBA Conference (26 October 2021)

EBA Awards 2021

Biogas Cost Reductions
This award recognizes the effort of the applicant in developing innovations which
lower the costs of biogas and biomethane production. The applied approach or
technique, of combination of techniques, should be novel in a way as opposed to
standard operation. The ‘Biogas Cost Reductions’ award will highlight initiatives
from

EBA

members

that

have

successfully

implemented

cost

reduction

innovations.

Who can be nominated?
Projects which showcase innovations that lower production costs.
Companies

providing

innovative

technologies

enhancing

the

reduction

of

production costs.

Biogas circularity
This award recognizes the role that biogas can play in the circular economy. The
production of biogas and the by-products obtained from this process are an
excellent example of recycling, recovery and re-use of resources. The ‘Biogas
circularity’ award will highlight best practices from EBA members in demonstrating
the greatest level of innovation to closing loops.

Who can be nominated?
Projects which proof advanced integration of biogas in the circular economy.
Companies providing options for the treatment of waste streams as biogas
feedstocks and the production of biogas by-products.

Key biogas booster 2021
This

award

recognizes

the

efforts

made

by

an

individual

or

organisation

in

showcasing the positive social and environmental effects of biogas production
and

its

multiple

applications.

The

‘Key

biogas

booster

2021’

award

will

acknowledge the individual work in highlighting the positive contribution of biogas
in our society.

Who can be nominated?
Any individual making an outstanding contribution for the promotion of renewable
gas.

EBA Awards 2021

Women leading the way to climate-neutrality
The biogas and biomethane sector is growing and with it, the presence of women
in

top

management,

engineering,

research

or

farming

positions.

The

‘Women

leading the way to climate-neutrality’ award is aimed at giving visibility to those
brave women who are driving the energy transition, but also making gender
equality in our sector a reality.

Who can be nominated?
Anyone identifying as a woman and working in the biogas sector as manager,
researcher, engineer, consultant, farmer.

Top biogas young talent
This

award

recognizes

a

young

individual

in

the

renewable

sector

who

has

contributed significantly to the expansion and improvement of the biogas and
biomethane sector. The ‘Top biogas young talent’ award will acknowledge a
young talent who has stepped up and taken the lead on an initiative project that
scale-up biogas and biomethane production.

Who can be nominated?
Any young individual between 18 and 35 years old.
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How to submit your application?
Specify the award category chosen for your application:
Biogas Cost Reductions
Biogas circularity
Key biogas booster 2021
Women leading the way to climate-neutrality
Top biogas young talent

Include the following applicant details:
First name and name
Position within the organization
Organization
Contact email
Phone number

Include the following candidate details:
Name of candidate/organisation
Describe why your candidate should receive the EBA award for the category
you have specified (max. 500 words)

Support your explanation with relevant data.
Attachments in PDF format

Send your application at info@europeanbiogas.eu.
Please include the following subject in your email: EBA awards 2021 AWARD
CATEGORY - CANDIDATE NAME
Deadline: Thursday 30 September 2021
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